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“Always we must practice getting closer and closer to experiencing our 
pain, our disappointment, our shattered hopes, our broken pictures.  And 
that experiencing is ultimately nonverbal. When we experience this 
suffering directly, the melting of the false emotion can begin, and true 
compassion can emerge.” 

Joko 

NEW YEAR’S BRUNCH  

The New Year’s brunch will be at Lotsa Pasta in Pacific Beach from 11-1. The cost is $13 per person.  
Those who wish to come must sign up and pay by December 26. 
 
ZAZENKAI 
There will be a two day zazenkai (all day sitting) on Saturday and Sunday, January 29 and 30.  The sign 
up will be on the table in the kitchen. 
 
BOARD ELECTION 
The election for the 2005 Board will be held the first two weeks in January.  Ballots will be on the table 
in the kitchen. 
 

SCHEDULE 

Dawn Sitting Weekdays, Mon. – Fri. 6-7 am 

Tues. Evening Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 

Wed. Evening Two Sittings, 6:30 – 7:40 pm Practice seminar follows 

  (until about 8:20 pm) 

Thurs. Evening Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 

Sat. Morning 8:30 am Work practice 

 8:45 am Introductory workshop for newcomers 

  Follow-up instruction for those who have  

  attended introduction 

 9:00 am-Noon Three sittings; Dharma talk 

 

Parking Practice 

Please park at least two blocks away from the Zen Center in consideration of our neighbors. 

Please do not use parking areas that are designated for patrons of our business neighbors. 

 
 



TRANSFORMATION OF NEGATIVE EMOTIONS 
 

Have you ever experienced a good period of meditation first thing in the morning, where you felt 
somewhat aware and awake, only to “come to” later in the day with the realization that hours have 
passed by in waking sleep?  

Perhaps one of the most pivotal understandings in spiritual practice is the realization of the 
extent of sleep. Most of the time---let’s be honest--- we're simply not aware.  We get lost in virtually 
everything we do and every identity that we assume. Rarely do we act with conscious intention--- most 
of our thoughts and actions arise predictably and mechanically from our conditioning. Rarely do we 
know who we are, except in a narrow or self-conscious way. We need to recognize the pervasiveness of 
this waking state of sleep as our usual mode of being. This is not a pessimistic assessment of the human 
condition; rather it is something that must be clearly understood in order to have an intelligent approach 
to spiritual practice.  

 The other pivotal realization is the extent to which we don’t want to wake up. Take, for example, 
all the times we make the choice not to meditate, or choose to entertain a fantasy, or to blame. Again, the 
point is not self-condemnation, but to see this clearly, in order to understand the magnitude of what 
we’re up against. 
 The question is: why is it so hard to awaken? In part, it’s because the life force necessary to 
awaken is constantly leaking away from morning till night. Four specific leaks are worth mentioning. 

The first is unnecessary talking. This could take the form of mindless chatter, elevating 
ourselves, putting down others, gossiping, complaining or dramatizing. Unnecessary talking takes place 
almost every time we open our mouths to talk. 
The second way we leak energy is through internal daydreams, whether it be planning, fantasizing, 
conversing, worrying, or just random thoughts about nothing in particular. Each indulgence in 
unnecessary thinking depletes a small amount of energy.  
The third leak is unnecessary muscular tension, the physical contraction that results from the constant 
struggle to try to make our life strategies work---trying to win, trying to please, trying to hide, trying to 
avoid discomfort.  

The fourth leak is the manifestation of negative emotions, where energy is squandered in small 
and huge doses throughout the day.  “Negative”, as used here, does not mean a bad; it means an emotion 
that negates or denies. It says “No” to life. Anger, for example, says, “I don’t want this!” I’m not just 
talking about loud outbursts of anger. We manifest negative emotions as irritability, as judgments of self 
and other, as impatience, as passive aggression, and on and on. 

 One important emphasis in practice is on learning what is required to close these leaks. This is 
why silence is often stressed at retreats, so that we don’t leak energy through unnecessary talking. This 
is also why we focus on not getting lost in the story line of our thoughts, where we leak energy through 
internal daydreams. We also bring experiential awareness to our strategies and to the bodily tensions that 
these strategies lock in place; this addresses leaking energy through unnecessary physical tension.  

But the one area that requires perhaps the most attention is how to work with our negative 
emotions, particularly with the many forms of anger. When we can stop the expression of anger, and 
instead experience the energy of anger itself, something begins to happen---something that we can call 
transformation.  

Here’s an analogy that might be helpful in understanding this process. We all know that food 
gives energy to the body. But there’s another kind of “food”, namely our impressions or experience, that 
feeds what we can call our being.  Every experience can be good food or bad food, depending on how 
much awareness is present. When we react to an experience negatively, it is like eating bad food. It 
doesn’t digest. In fact, it can even poison us. And then we often spew the poison back out into the world, 
usually at a person. 



The alternative to blame, self-justification and the manifestation of anger is to bring physical 
awareness to the arising negative reaction. Normally we fuel our reaction by believing and justifying the 
thoughts. But when we can disengage from the thoughts and justifications, attention can instead be 
focused on the visceral experience of the negative energy itself. This allows a different type of digestion 
to take place. Through this process, the energy is transformed into nourishment for our being. 

Remember, I’m not talking about not having emotions arise, nor about repressing them. I’m 
talking about refraining from expressing them, either inwardly in thoughts, or outwardly in words and 
actions. It is only by withholding this expression that we can actually experience the energy and digest it 
in a new way. In the process we learn to live (be) in a way that is more in accord with our true nature, 
our open heart. 

One question which often arises is why is it so difficult to stop the expression of anger? We seem 
to hold onto this habit with a stubbornness that defies common sense. The simple answer is: we want to 
be angry. We want to be right. We like the juiciness and the power that we feel when we express our 
anger. 

But there is more to it than that. Expressing negative emotions also protects us, by covering over 
the fear-based pain that often underlies our anger---- the pain that we simply don’t want to feel. For 
example, take being criticized. We will often feel an immediate surge of anger. Most of the time we will 
jump directly into blaming and self-justifying, which is our strategy to avoid feeling the pain of the 
rejection and unworthiness that the criticism triggers.  

But if instead we refrain from expressing anger, it allows us to go deeper and truly feel the anger. 
This is a quiet inner process, where we naturally drop deeper into our experience. Staying intently 
present with our experience in this way allows us to break through the layers and layers of armoring and 
thereby enter into the fear-based pain we’ve never wanted to feel. Although it is never pleasant to be 
with our most deeply-seated pain and fear, it is only by uncovering and residing in this place that true 
transformation can take place. It is only here that we can ultimately reconnect with our basic wholeness. 

Until we learn to refrain from expressing anger, and instead experience it, thus allowing the 
transformation of the energy of anger itself, we will keep wondering why the life force necessary to 
awaken eludes us. This is not a conceptual process; no amount of thinking will allow you to understand 
what is at work here. The only way to verify the truth of this transformative process is to stop our 
habitual mode of expressing and justifying our anger whenever it arises. This is crucial if we are to wake 
up. 

 Ezra Bayda 
 
 
 

Sesshin application follows



APPLICATION FOR SESSHIN 

ZEN CENTER of SAN DIEGO • 2047 Felspar St. • San Diego, CA 92109 • 858-273-3444 
 

Please print clearly to avoid delay in processing your application, and please fill out this form completely. 

Name  _____________________________________________________________________  Age _______  Gender  _____ 

Address  ____________________________________________   City _______________________ State ____ Zip _______ 

Home phone  ________________________________________   Work phone _____________________________________ 

Emergency contact (name) _____________________________   (phone) _________________________________________ 
        (must be blood relative or spouse) 

e-mail____________________________________ (ZCSD has no e-mail address, but volunteers may contact you by e-mail). 

Circle the sesshin for which you are applying: 
Please note: Applications cannot be considered unless a check for sesshin fees is included 

Date Member Non-member Mail-in Date 
Dec 26-31  5-day 150.00 175.00 Sept 26 
Feb 18 - 21 3-day 90.00 105.00 Dec 18 
March 21 – 26  5-day 150.00 175.00 Jan 21  
May 13 - 15  3-day 90.00 105.00 March 13 
June 20 - 25  5-day 150.00 175.00 April 20 
Aug 8 - 13  5-day 150.00 175.00 June 8 
Oct 21 - 24  3-day 90.00 105.00 Aug 21 
Dec 26 - 31  5-day 150.00 175.00 Sept 26 

Have you ever attended sesshins with Joko or Elizabeth/Ezra?  ___Yes ___ No  

This will be my   ___1st    ___ 2nd     ___ 3rd     ___ +        sesshin at ZCSD 

Date/location/teacher of your most recent sesshin   ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Mail in form no earlier than the mail-in date above, marked: Attention  Sesshin Coordinator.  The postmark will be 
entered as the application date.  Please wait to make air reservations until your application has been confirmed.  We will 
notify you as soon as decisions have been made.  If you haven’t heard from us exactly one month before the sesshin begins, 
please call the Center. 

Arrive by 6:30 pm the first night.**  Last day will end about 3:00 pm. A light snack will be available the first evening.  
 
**Newcomers please arrive early for orientation.  Orientation begins at 4:30 pm 
 
Work Skills (circle):   cooking,  shopping prior to sesshin,  electrical,  carpentry,  painting,  computer,  gardening, sewing, 
flower arranging,  jobs  prior to sesshin,  other: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Physical conditions limiting participation:__________________________________________________________________ 
 
I agree to maintain a daily sitting practice from the time of this application through the sesshin.  I will participate in the entire 
schedule, including interviews, sittings, meals, work, and any assigned tasks.  I will be on time for all activities.  I understand 
that my physical, mental, and emotional well-being are my own responsibility.  Zen practice is not a substitute for therapy.  I 
am capable of undertaking the rigors of a sesshin at this time.  I am seeking medical or therapeutic treatment for any 
condition(s) I have, and have revealed all pertinent information on this form.  I will sign a waiver releasing ZCSD from 
accident and injury liability. 
 
________________________________________________    ________________________________________________ 
Signature Legibly printed name 
 
ALL BLANKS ON APPLICATION FILLED IN? ___ Yes ___ No   

v 11/04  


